How to Use

Flashcards is a set of 40 survival English words to help practice English words continuously. This set contains the English and Dari word meanings.

- **Show the flashcard and say the English word.** Get the children to repeat after you 2 to 3 times.
- **Show the Dari word to the child and get them to say the English word.**
- **Flip the flashcard to check if it is correct.**
- **Also show the English word and ask them to say its meaning in Dari.**
- **Practice the words in the week’s Vocabulary list for 15 minutes daily.** Use the cards to teach the new words in the day’s activities of the Activity Book.
- **You can also create your own games using these flashcards!**

*Print and fold each page along the middle to make it a flashcard.*
Water

آب
Ab
Shoes

But
Clothes

لباس

Lebas
Toilet

English

Dari

تاشناب

Tashnab
Food

Groza
Medicine

Dawa
Paper

کاغذ

Kaghaz
Mosque

Masjid
Happy

Khushhal
Sad

Dari

خيفة

khafa
Angry

Qaher
Hurt

Dard
Sick

مریض

Mariz
Hungry

Gushna
Khana / Villa / House

خانه

English

Dari

education

التعليم

 فوق

الجميع

all

above
Yes
No

Ne
Maybe

Shayad
English: good

Dari: خوب (Khob)
Bad
Cold

Yakh
English: Garm

Dari: گرم
Hello!
My Name Is

نام
Nam

English

Dari
English

Dari

التعليم | above
درباره | all

علم | education
Phone Call

Telephone Zang
You

Shuma
Me / I

Man
English

Boy

Man

Dari

بچه

Bacha

مرد

Mard
English

Dukhtar

Khanm

Dari

دختر

کانم
Glasses

Sheshah
English

Stop

Dari

توقف

Tawaquf
Come

آمدن
Amadan
English:

Go

Dari:

پرو

Bro
Sleep

Khwab
Play

Bazi
Read

خواندن

Khwandan
Help

Kumak
Bleed

Weena
English

Dari

English

Dari
Family

خانواده

Khanawada